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The rear of the camera houses an 8.0-megapixel CMOS sensor, and the camera also
features a touch sensor located on the right side of the camera. Unlike the touch
system on the 5D Mark III, the one on the EOS M3 works well with both a fingertip
and the Canon EOS M3s-specific grip. The touchscreen is responsive, and it's easy
to pull up photos from previous sessions. The touchscreen works in both portrait
and landscape orientations, and the display is well lit, with a very low eye-fatigue
level. There are several connectivity options available. The camera has a full-sized
HDMI port, which allows you to connect an external monitor or display. Canon has
also included dual video ports, both of which can accept a Mini-USB connection. If

you have an Apple device, you can connect the camera to it via a USB cable, as well
as to charge the battery via the USB port. The Canon EOS M3 is compatible with

Canon's EF-M lenses, and it offers a fairly small set of autofocus and scene
detection features. The M3 can autofocus with the center spot and square focusing
pattern. It also has 39 autofocus points, though focusing is not fast enough to keep

up with the pace of a shooting session. The most interesting feature of the EOS M3's
autofocus is the ability to switch the focus points between the center and corner
spot autofocus points. To switch between the center and corner autofocus points,

simply tap on the screen, and you'll be able to select from one of three modes:
switch, square, or none. Unfortunately, this feature is only available in the focusing

area, and not in the area that you're taking photos.
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The development of Canon EOS M System is an
important initiative towards Canon's digital imaging goal.

This is the foundation for Canon's next generation
Imaging System, and the name of this new format is the
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EOS M. Canon will continue to develop the EOS M
system, based on the response to what our customers

are asking for and the direction of the industry.The EOS
M system is Canon's next-generation Imaging System.By

forming a new Imaging System, Canon will be able to
respond to the needs of our customers and the future of
photography. Canon will continue to enhance the EOS M
system and introduce new products based on customer

feedback and industry trends. The EOS M will be our
primary camera system for digital photography and

video, and will be based on the EOS AF System. The new
features can be seen as follows:1) Auto-Focus to Video

Mode option. This option allows for one-to-one
simultaneous recording of video and photos. In video

mode, you can shoot 1920 × 1080p video with AVCHD
movie recording at 24 fps and MP4 format in real-time or

save to SD memory card. In addition to HD video
recording, you can also shoot high-resolution stills in
RAW format. Besides, you can also keep this mode in

Movie Mode while recording photos and movies. With the
Image Quality menu, you can select any value from 1 to
23 for the Contrast Setting option or select from High,
Medium, or Low by pressing the Arrow pad selection
button. (Available for EOS M, EOS M3, and EOS M6

cameras with firmware 1.0.0 or later, EF-S lenses with
firmware 1.1.0 or later, and EF lens with firmware 1.2.0
or later).2) Manual AF Tracking function. This function

enables manual focusing even when shooting
photo/video. In shooting video, set the screen to the
Wide setting from 1 to 4, or Auto, for flexible manual
focusing. The Live View screen will display both the
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subject and the currently focused area. Then, you can
move the Live View as you want. You can also lock the

focus on the subject by tapping the AF button, and
release it by pressing the AF button. You can further

customize the focus options by locking the focus on the
part of the subject that you want to shoot.3) Eye

Detection AF function. 5ec8ef588b
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